
2018 GAR & MVR Demonstration  

        New Zealand 

 

Christchurch November 12  

429 Early’s Road Cust 

Emerald Brick  

 

Our first home for GJ Gardiner was a pretty standard wash 3:1 GAR Ratio no real difficulty, with 

time restraints, adjusting the ratio to suit the removal of mortar smudges, possibly a 2.5:1 would 

improve the detail. 

 

Charles Upham Retirement Village 

24 Charles Upham Drive, Rangiora 740 

 

The Red solid brick fence was core filled with concrete, hence a lot of effervescence and Vanadium 

staining as seen on right hand photo. 

We trialled some low number ratio’s nearly a 1.5:1 achieving a one wash and one spot finish. 

Using GAR is ideal for a sensitive plant environment job. Recommendation to seal with GuardIT 

Dense breathable sealer to the Caps. 

 



204 Rolleston Drive Rolleston 

Newish house 

 

 

Trialled with a 3:1 ratio GAR rinse, noticing that home really needed a clean water rinse only, 

An issue with some manganese burn and slight vanadium stain, Due to a better rinsing process. 

MVR application removed the stains, once correct rinse timing established. Note leaving longer 

draws more stain out, up to 24hrs then light rinse to remove whitish residue. 

Sealing with GuardIT Dense breathable sealer in high moisture area’s is recommended.eg south 

facing walls. 

 

Tauranga November 14  

23 Penelope Place, Pongakawa 

Bowers Brick Veneer, Ironsand, standard edge 

 

 

Masonry Block work, condition: scuffed and some mortar smears. 6:1 ratio worked well with the 

small sprayer increased to a 4:1 for the touch-ups. 

Waiting on some final photo’s, everything indicated it was drying to a high standard. 

Very impressed by how the block stood up to the treatment, extremely solid block. 

Sealing walls with Porous breathable water-based sealer by GuardIT will help repel moisture. 



38 Harding drive Papamoa  

Firth graphite  

 

A challenging job on first inspection, high in Effervescence and calcium staining with a bit of 

vanadium thrown in, due to very high moisture/ weather area. 

Trialled very carefully to an appropriate Ratio of GAR under 2:1 which was extreme for concrete 

masonry, in saying that there was no sign of etching, which was very impressive. Great result 

achieved. Sealing with Porous Breathable sealer by GuardIT, recommended. 

MVR Demonstrations 

 

 

 

A few jobs we applied MVR: manganese vanadium rust remover. Works a treat as mentioned no 

need to rinse off with lighter brick colors, may need another treatment. Monitor areas 

 GuardIT Dense breathable sealer may be required in the moister/rainy areas. 



Tauranga November 15 

83 Hastings Heights  

Red clay brick  

 

Basic 3:1 ratio wash, a sensitive wash due to the house almost ready for hand over, owner very 

happy with result. 

Advantage with GAR washing has over Hydrochloric is reducing Risk. 

Auckland November 16 

 

MVR Demo, same results outstanding. 

16 Urney Drive Flat Bush 

 

Small demonstration to show how the equipment worked, Venturi system and the Low-pressure 

system, the home had slight mortar smears where we applied a 15:1 ratio to a small area, 

recognising there was not much required.  



 

Conclusion 

GAR Green Acid Replacement by GuardIT has certainly proven it can perform in all situations. 

Once we achieved the correct Ratio of water dilution, GAR performed to an excellent result. 

To complement GAR is MVR removing Manganese, Vanadium, and Rust, ticks the box. 

Both tested on Clay and Masonry Bricks and Blocks, Mortar smears, Effervescence, Manganese, 

Vanadium, jobs 2weeks old to 4 years. 

With GuardIT Dense and Porous breathable water-based sealers also available completes the 

entire job requirement. 

Working to a Greener and Safer working environment. 

www.guarditsolutions.com.au 

Acknowledgment to Horizon International team, Director Nathen Roper and National Sales 

Manager John Christopher for coordinating the tour demonstrations. 

www.horizoninternational.co.nz 
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